broadcasting the latest news, providing comfort and care to the elderly, and guiding children in learning foreign languages. At the same time, the social robots are conceived as testing platforms for theoretical models of human cognitive abilities. Thus, while the domain of human-humanoid interaction can be understood as a parallel endeavour to computer-mediated communication, human-computer interaction, and 'post-human' cyborgization (Zhao, 2006: 402) , humanoid social robots are also designed as experimental models to be employed in studying properties of natural subjects (Riskin, 2003: 605) .
By using the social robot as a model for human cognition, the research field aims to point out the interdependencies between the mind and the body. Unlike other computational systems designed for the study of human cognition, social robots must have a physical body; the researchers maintain that in order to interact successfully with humans and other robots, the system needs certain motor and sensory abilities. This position has theoretical affinities with the current trend in cognitive science that goes under the name of 'embodiment' (see, for example, Clark, 1997; Nunez & Freeman, 1999) . Embodiment questions the principles of cognitivism and the physical symbol system hypothesis (typically assumed in artificial intelligence research) by arguing for the centrality of the human body for cognition (see, for example, Clark, 2001) . It is believed that human cognition cannot be adequately approached without considering the role that the body plays in memory, perception, learning, and reasoning. Accordingly, thinking is not merely the abstract manipulation of symbols according to rules, but a process grounded in the sensory-motor capacities of an individual human body and its exchange with the world.
1 As roboticists suggest:
Recent trends in artificial intelligence, cognitive science, neuroscience, psychology, linguistic and sociology are converging on an anti-objectivist, body-based approach to abstract cognition. Where traditional approaches in the fields advocate an objectively specifiable reality -brain-in-a-box, independent of bodily constraints -these newer approaches insist that intelligence cannot be separated from the subjective experience of a body. The humanoid robot provides the necessary substrate, for a serious exploration of the subjectivist-body-based-hypothesis. (Brooks & Stein, 1994: 7) While sharing the interest of social roboticists in embodiment and social interaction, I will further engage the problem by examining the work practices of social roboticists. The paper will describe specific instances of learning and designing in a social robotics laboratory to trace how the conception of the body as a discrete and unified entity disintegrates through practice. The moments of learning and work in the laboratory enact the social body as dynamic and multiparty -what I will call the 'body-in-interaction'. In this respect, my account will run parallel to Lucy Suchman's (2007) and Alison Adam's (1998:155) argument concerning the absence of the social situatedness in artificial intelligence and social robotics. I will show how social situatedness is deeply rooted in our bodies as they are implicated in interaction. In this sense, being situated is not only about being able to sense the environment and be responsive to it. Similarly, being embodied goes beyond having a physical body through which we interface the world.
Related research on robotics has been done in the domains of humancomputer interaction and computer-supported collaborative work (for example, Luff et al., 2000 Luff et al., , 2003 Kiesler & Hinds, 2004; Kuzuoka et al., 2004) . However, because I am concerned with the field of social robotics and issues of scientific theory and practice (focusing less on the problem of practical application of humanoid social robots), I ground this work in laboratory studies (Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Knorr-Cetina, 1981 Lynch, 1985) . Similar to other laboratory studies, the argument draws on fieldwork conducted in places where social robots are designed and built. Ethnographic work in artificial intelligence laboratories (see, for example, Forsythe, 2001 ) has largely been a part of the 'second wave' of ethnographic studies that addresses questions of culture and power in science and engineering. While drawing on that literature, this paper attempts to open up the field of social robotics, especially its theoretical aspects, to discussion while also re-appropriating some of the concerns of the earlier laboratory studies -primarily epistemological issues foregrounded in the study of local research practices. While discussing scientists' ordinary work and their interaction with technology, this paper focuses on practitioners' embodied knowhow (see, for example, Dreyfus, 1979) . I approach the problem of the body from the perspective of the practitioners' skills learned by experiencing how things act and how we can interact with them and each other in specific moments of practice. In particular, I address the experiential ways in which practitioners deal with the world by attending to the visible, public deployment of multimodal semiotic means: gesture, gaze, body orientation, talk and facial expressions (see, for example, Goodwin, 1994a Goodwin, , 1995 Goodwin, , 2000 Ochs et al., 1996; Hutchins & Palen, 1997; Suchman, 2000) .
Understanding the social nature of material objects and the situated character of human bodies involved in scientific practices can not be complete until we are willing to carefully observe the richness of everyday activities (including our own actions/reactions as we study those of others) in the environments in which the bodies of social actors are designed and enacted (for a discussion of the approach see, for example, Cicourel, 1974; Lynch, 1993) . This paper approaches scientists' practices at the level of gestural enactments in acquisition and employment of skills. Using video records as data for studying scientists at work, I draw on the growing body of research on the social and interactional organization of multimodal human conduct (see, for example, Goodwin, 1994b Goodwin, , 2000 Heath & Hindmarsh, 2002) . The aim is to take forward the research in laboratory studies by directing attention to gesture and embodied aspects of laboratory work.
Extending the Body
Rather than programming the robot in advance with all that it needs to know, roboticists design the robot's body so that it can be used for datagathering. The embodied character of the robot's body includes both its physical traits (its head, arms and torso, for example) and its capacity to learn by acquiring information through sensory input. The robot's sensing is accomplished through various devices, such as microphones and video cameras, located in its environment.
The fieldwork described in this paper was conducted in a leading laboratory of social robotics located in a Japanese university. The laboratory members are greatly concerned with the role of the robot's body in social interaction. 2 To design a robot that could 'sustain relationships' and 'communicate' with people, they proposed a research framework where the robot's body is 'unified with the environment'. Consider the two figures taken from the laboratory website (see Fig. 1 ). The laboratory members explain:
In Figure 2 [ Fig. 1 in present paper] , in the conventional robot system, it is thought that the inside of the system is the robot's self and the outside consists of all things existing in environment. In other words, the system recognizes an outside state with it's own sensors and calculates itself and acts. Against that, in Figure 3 [ Fig. 1 in present paper] , 'the robot unified with human' system doesn't have the boundary between the robot's self and outside. This is new framework that isn't prepossessed with the physical restriction of the robot's body. In other words, this system can use sensors that are dispersed in the environment and equipped on the robot's body without distinction. Using data from every sensor makes the range of support and communication vary widely. Since 'the robot unified with environment' has 'Perceptual Information Infrastructure', the system can recognize the state of a large area exactly. So it can support and communicate with humans and so on, with using conclusion of recognition [sic.]. 3 The robot's body is connected to the sensor networks diffused throughout the laboratory space. Accordingly, the robot's 'self' and the 'outside' function as a distributed system: through the sensor network the robot can recognize human actions.
The roboticists' attempt to distribute the body across the environment is appealing. The robot's body is not bounded by its 'skin', but has its 'eyes' and 'ears' allocated across the laboratory space so that it can collect and thus process a large amount of data, and also capture elements of social interaction such as talk, gestures, body postures, and gaze of its interlocutors.This kind of embodiment allows the robot to 'learn' as it changes through time. In the present paper I will further explore the idea of embodiment by turning attention to laboratory work, focusing on how scientists coordinate with robots and their human colleagues. While agreeing with roboticists' stance that in order to understand embodied actors the boundary between the 'self' and the 'outside' needs to be reconsidered, I want to investigate what this extension of the body consists of, particularly when the embodied and multimodal interaction (also of interest to the laboratory members) are taken in account.
Grounding my analysis in mundane activities and daily practices of the laboratory, I argue that no matter how powerful and extensive the processes of collection and recognition of data computed by the machine may be, such processes do not allow an understanding of how the human body 'extends' through human and non-human bodies engaged in a common task at hand. Thus, rather than arguing for the 'distributed' body, I will talk about the 'body-in-interaction'.
I will explore this phenomenon in reference to the well-known idea of dwelling in technology, proposed by Michael Polanyi's (1958 Polanyi's ( , 1959 philosophy of science. The concept can be tracked back to Heidegger's (1962 Heidegger's ( [1927 ) and Merleau-Ponty's (1962 [1945 ) notions of embodiment, in which perception is extended through an artifact or instrument (classic examples are the hammer, the blind man's stick, and the feather in a woman's hat -see also Ihde, 1990 ). Polanyi, in explaining personal knowledge in science, focused on the inarticulate manifestations of intelligence and skillful doing and knowing to point out how such knowledge requires scientists to extend themselves into tools and probes, while having only subsidiary awareness of particulars that compose the whole. Skillful performance in science requires practitioners to be embodied in their instruments, making such instruments a part of the practitioners' bodies involved in the work project:
Our subsidiary awareness of tools and probes can be regarded now as the act of making them form a part of our own body. The way we use a hammer or a blind man uses his stick, shows in fact that in both cases we shift outwards the points at which we make contact with the things that we observe as objects outside ourselves.While we rely on a tool or a probe, these are not handled as external objects. We may test the tool for its effectiveness or the probe for its suitability, e.g., in discovering the hidden details of a cavity, but the tool and the probe can never lie in the field of these operations; they remain necessarily on our side of it, forming part of ourselves, the operating persons.We pour ourselves out into them and assimilate them as parts of our own existence.We accept them existentially by dwelling in them. (Polanyi, 1958: 59) I will show how humanoid social robots, when considered from the perspective of laboratory work and interaction, often function as a way for scientists to extend their bodies, partaking in the embodiment of the practitioners.This is not to say that scientists build the robots to reflect themselves in technology (Marantz-Henig, 2007) , but that they become one with the technology in accomplishing their laboratory work.
Humanoid social robots, however, exhibit important dissimilarities in comparison to the simple hand-tools and instruments used as classical examples of human-technology extension. It is important to realize that these technologies are intended to function as human counterparts. In cognitive science, robots are seen as potential models and test-beds for the study of human cognition and interaction. Karl MacDorman and Hiroshi Ishiguro, for example, explain the advantages that they see in robots that closely resemble human beings:
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An experimental apparatus that is indistinguishable from human being, at least superficially, has the potential to contribute greatly to an understanding of face-to-face interaction in the social, cognitive, and neurosciences. It would be able to elicit the sorts of responses, including nonverbal and subconscious responses, that people typically direct toward each other. Such a device could be a perfect actor in controlled experiments, permitting scientists to vary precisely the parameters under study. (MacDorman & Ishiguro, 2006: 298) The quote expresses an imagined future where the robots will take the role of human experimental subjects as they converse with other humans.
To tackle the complexities of such technologies, I will describe how practitioners of social robotics work with the instrument which functions as their model. 4 I will further broaden the metaphor of human-technology extension to foreground the reconfigurations of the human body that the technologies framed as our 'others' or 'quasi-others' entail. In describing how robots are handled, experienced, and referred to in the laboratory, I will point out that interaction between scientists and the robotic technology is not just about subjects projecting their phenomenal bodies through the instrument. Instead, the embodiment of robotic technology involves trying to attain a bodily sense for what a machine can and should be doing. This 'getting into' the body of the machine fashions the human body in terms of the machine, while, at the same time -by aiming to design and further tweak the robot's body -articulates the robot's body in resemblance to the human body. What do these bidirectional projections and reconfigurations of the human and machinic body imply for the idea of embodiment?
In contrast to a notion of embodiment based on data-gathering procedures, I will describe the body as a dynamic arrangement that, rather than simply mapping one entity onto the other, concerns context-sensitive, hybrid formations enacted across the human/non-human boundary. 5 In this sense, I use the term 'interaction' in the expression 'body-in-interaction' to indicate: (1) that I focus on the body while it is involved in social interaction (thus, as a material, phenomenal as well as semiotic body); and (2) that such a body should not be mapped onto a single, physical body (the body of the scientist or the body of the machine), but rather that it emerges across subjects and objects as a dynamic and interactive phenomenon.
I will first describe some of the complexities in the modelling of the human body in a robot. Such modelling, by requiring the human body to become 'articulate' (rather than withdrawing from direct experience, as intended by the original idea of 'dwelling in technology'), recovers a production of the human body at work. As the 'becoming embodied' of the 'social' machine regards the involvement of the practitioners' bodies (the robot acquires its body through the involvement of the scientists' bodies), the human body reveals itself to be situated in relation to a world of 'other' bodies (the scientists talk about and understand their bodies not simply through direct perception, but also via the body of the machine whose anatomy they try to get a sense of). The details of gestural 'intra-actions' (Barad, 2003 (Barad, , 2007 between human and machine challenge the idea that the human body primarily belongs to a single individual who exchanges information with the 
Designing an Android's Movement
During my time in the laboratory, the practitioners were involved in the design of an android. To get a sense of the android's appearance, consider Figure 2 , which shows a practitioner (at the center of the image facing the viewer) and two robots. On the practitioner's right-hand side is the android robot, while behind him is a small humanoid robot.The body of the small robot has some human characteristics -we can recognize its hands, head, and so on -but its physical resemblance with the human body ends there. The android, on the other side, is 'human-like' in as much as it aims to be a particularly accurate replica of an individual. The laboratory members believe that the robot's human-like appearance is fundamental for successful interaction with humans (MacDorman & Ishiguro, 2006; Ishiguro, 2007) . At the same time they are also convinced that the robot's humanness -the impression of autonomy and intentionality that the robot generates -importantly depends on the movements of its body. By designing and implementing elaborate movements, the roboticists aim to overcome the repulsive response that a robot perceived as an 'almost human' but 'not yet human' may generate (Mori, 1970) .While the movements should help foster the impression that the robot's body is moved 'from within' (see, for example, Dobbyn & Stuart, 2003) , the design of the robot's movement, however, recovers the publicly available and dynamic configurations of bodies and technology. These configurations involved in generating the sense of human body redirect our interest from the body as grounded in the subject, to the body as relative to a multiplicity of 'operations' (de Certeau, 1984) . In other words, they prompt us not only to wonder if the robot's movements can at all be managed 'from within', but also to consider if they could consist only of data collection and recognition, as implied by the idea of distributed body invoked on the laboratory's website. The present paper deals with these questions by describing how the practitioners mapped the robot's movements through computational schemas that could subsequently guide the execution of its movements. This was done by means of a software program that set the duration of the movement as well as the values (from 0 to 255) for the 42 pneumatic actuators (that is, 42 degrees of freedom) implanted in the robot's upper body. The design of each movement was part of a larger project where a list of movements was pre-programmed to be executed by the robot's body. To specify a robot movement, practitioners had to operate the computer software (designed by one of the laboratory members) while imagining a movement executed by the robot's body. Because the movement of a single actuator determines the behavior of the surrounding actuators, the process of design required a great skill from the practitioner. To render the robot's movement as human-like as possible, practitioners needed to know what the particular human movement they intended to represent would look like, and how such a movement could be executed by the robot's body.
To describe the details of such activity, we shall focus on three instances of interaction between the practitioners and the robot. Each concerns a moment of laboratory work when the robot's movement needs to be computationally specified so that it can be implemented in the robot's body. At
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FIGURE 2 Participants involved in the robot's movement design
the same time the process is an apprenticeship practice: the newcomer (Nami) is guided by an advanced student (Akira) in the acquisition of laboratory skills and competencies. Nami learns how to use the software to specify movements and thus become a competent member of the community of practice. During the activity Nami is seated in front of a laptop facing the robot so that she can monitor its behavior while working on the computer (Fig. 2 ). The computer screen is divided into three fields: a visual representation of the robot's upper-body featuring the 42 actuators, a graph of the time and joint value, and a menu where the sampling time, joint value, and the step number can be selected. Above the computer, on a clipboard toward the left, is another representation of the robot's actuators. The transcriptions of the excerpts are followed by brief descriptions of the activity and a discussion.To argue that the bodies-in-interaction not only 'recognize' each others' gestures, but also are dynamically co-constructed through gestural interaction, I will organize my argument around the following questions: How is the human body implicated in the design of the robot's body? How is the coordination between the practitioners and the technology enacted through work and interaction and what effects does it generate?What does this mean for our ways of talking about the human body involved in social interaction and interaction with technology?
Dynamic Co-construction of Bodies
The excerpts from interaction are transcribed following conventions developed for conversation analysis (Sacks et al., 1974; Jefferson, 2004 A dot in parentheses indicates a brief interval within or between utterances, of less than one-tenth of a second. (( )) Double parentheses contain transcriber's descriptions and remarks.°°°D egree signs are used to indicate that the talk they encompass is spoken noticeably quieter than the surrounding talk. .,?
Punctuation markers are used roughly to indicate intonation, prosody, and stress.
To deal with the English translation of the interaction among Japanese speakers, each turn of talk is divided into four lines. 7 The first line reports the Japanese text; the second line (italics) shows a Romanization of the Japanese text; the third line is a word-for-word translation; and the fourth line (bold) is the free English translation. The word-for-word translation uses the following abbreviations:
ACC -accusative marker. COP -copula. EMPH -emphasis. GEN -genitive case marker.
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INJ -interjection or fillers. NOM -nominative case marker. P -particle. Q -question particle. TOP -topic marker.
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The two practitioners and the robot perform a series of right-hand movements. At the beginning of the activity, Akira, the advanced practitioner, is seated next to Nami, the newcomer, while she is working on the computer. The position allows Akira to monitor the robot while being actively involved in his colleague's project. The excerpt opens with a robot hand movement (line 2). As the movement takes place, Akira promptly shifts his gaze from the computer screen toward the robot (line 1), whose movements allow him to monitor the quality of Nami's work. In line 3, he suggests that his colleague re-specify the robot's movement. When the robot executes the movement (line 4), Akira expresses dissatisfaction with what he sees by performing a more desirable movement (line 6). But before he performs the movement, Akira premises his action with an exclamation 'it is difficult' (line 5). His comment acknowledges the complexity of Nami's task, and frames his future action (line 6) as a suggestion rather than an order. Just after Akira enacts the movement, the robot moves again. Through lines 8-16, the pattern of activity repeats three more times. By using mouse commands, Nami specifies the robot's movement. After observing the robot and monitoring what is happening on the computer screen, Akira enacts the movement to indicate the desirable improvements. Akira's enactment leads Nami to further meliorate the specifications of the movement. Her work culminates in the robot's execution of the movement, closely monitored by Akira. After observing another robot movement (line 16), Akira turns his body toward the robot (line 17). Once he directly faces the robot, he performs an additional series of movements. While doing so, he notices the awkwardness of the robot's body position (the robot is placed in a sitting position because of the immobility of its lower body). In line 19, Nami expresses her agreement with Akira's observation. The content of her utterance is similar to her previous 'hm' in line 13 where she expressed concern with the discrepancy between Akira's movement and the computational possibilities for movement specification.
To further constrain his movement, while exposing his body to the direct sight of his interlocutor, Akira gets up from the chair on which he was seated, and moves to sit on a stool (line 23). By moving to a new seating area, he 'calibrates' the height of his seat to the one on which the robot is placed. Once seated, Akira observes the robot before performing the other two arm movements (lines 26 and 27). As in lines 6, 10, 18, Akira's movements are slow and stiff.
While Nami focuses on the software program throughout the passage, Akira does not turn his full attention to the computer until line 28. He looks at the representation depicting the robot's actuators (this can be inferred from the utterance that follows: 'It is number 19. Oh ok it's number 30') to inquire about the actuator involved in Nami's specification of the movement. When he discovers that the actuator in question is the one designated by 'number 30', he touches his right shoulder with his left hand and moves his right arm back and forth three times (line 30). While executing the slow movement (line 31), Akira suggests that the neck should be involved (line 32). Subsequently, he makes the movement visible with a hand gesture (line 33). He comments on its difficulty with another exclamation: 'Oh this is tough' (line 34).
The prominent feature of Excerpt 1 is the practitioner's embodied involvement in the apprenticeship. In the midst of computers, robots, and other technology, the human body -structured by the disciplinary expectations and the routine work practices that have developed for the accomplishment of the design task -is used as a versatile and readily available tool for thinking and communication. This excerpt, like the two that follow, shows the senior practitioner guiding his colleague's learning by only sporadically turning his attention toward the computer screen on which she is working while actively moving throughout the laboratory space, changing his seating position, approaching the robot, stepping in front and in back of it, and gesturing. To give a sense of how a laboratory member should reason about the problem at hand and advance the process of robot design, the senior practitioner engages his body into rich gestural choreographies, gradually refining his persistent movements. Thus, we see how the programming activity concerns the readily available, mundane and ephemeral movements of the practitioner's upper body, hand, shoulder and neck. process. The newcomer observes her colleague's gestures -bending his torso, protruding his right hand in front of his body, and leaning toward the extended hand -as the movements of his hand, neck, or shoulder, in conjunction with his linguistic expressions, exemplify aspects of skillful laboratory work. The robot's body 'becomes alive' through a series of actions -material and discursive -that practitioners must produce in order to render the robot human-like. Lucy Suchman (2007) has pointed out that an understanding of the robot's functioning must take into account the human labour behind the technology. My focus on multimodal interaction in laboratory practice is a way to engage the discussion on the robot's dependence on the human practices (also see, for example, Turkle et al., 2006; Marantz Henig, 2007) , as the interaction between Akira and Nami shows how gestures participate in such labour. Thus, the body of a social robot is not only about a specifically raced, gendered, and mechanized embodiment, about its image in mass media reports, and about standards, constraints, and possibilities of technology; it is also about the local, contingent, coordinated work, and the fleeting movements of gesturing bodies that populate laboratories of social robotics.
In addition to the gestures of the senior practitioner, the excerpt, however, also abounds in the newcomer's as well as the robot's gestures. Akira's gestures are embedded in the series of movements performed by the robot, as the practitioner orients to such movements with comments and directives articulated verbally or enacted through his own gestures. The interaction is 'sequentially organized' (Sacks, 1992) : Akira enacts movements just after the current robot's movement has been performed. Similarly, Nami seizes the exact moments in the joint activity to make the robot move -after she observes the robot's movement enacted by Akira. In other words, the fine workings of interaction incorporate and involve a technological object: in addition to the linguistic utterances and participants' embodied performances, the movements executed by the robotic body partake in the orderliness of the social action. What is more, the robot's movements enacted through Akira's body are always contingent on Nami's work on the computer. At the same time, the execution and positioning of Akira's gestures are continuously aligned with and reconfigured by the particularities of the robot's movement that Nami articulates. The process not only includes multiple movements and their concatenation, but it also involves a co-construction of each movement by the temporally adjacent (immediately following) movements.
Importantly, the modeling of the human body through the body of the machine does not only involve a process of 'translation' and 'mimicking'; the characteristics of human anatomy are not simply translated onto the robot's body, and the practitioners do not just 'mimic' the robot's body. Rather, at stake is a multiparty process of bi-directional fashioning and reconfiguration that generates hybrid bodies as dynamic and contingent effects of local practice.
Where is the Model of the Robot's Body?
Akira actively gestures and employs his body as an instrument used by the two practitioners to grasp how the human body moves. The idea of the body as an instrument is well known in the phenomenological literature:
We use instruments as an extension of our hands and they may serve also as an extension of our senses. We assimilate them to our body by pouring ourselves into them. And we must realize then also that our own body has a special place in the universe: we never attend to our body as an object in itself. Our body is always in use as the basic instrument of our intellectual and practical control over our surroundings. Hence in all our walking hours we are subsidiarily aware of our body within our focal knowledge of our surroundings. And, of course, our body is more than a mere instrument. To be aware of our body in terms of the things we know and do, is to feel alive. This awareness is an essential part of our existence as sensuous active persons. (Polanyi, 1959: 31) Similar to Heidegger's (1962 Heidegger's ( [1927 ) discussion of the 'ready-to-hand' ontology of tools-in-action, Polanyi explains that, while we are absorbed in our work projects, our body must function as an instrument, as though withdrawn from direct, focal experience. In the robotics laboratory, however, the body, rather than withdrawing from focal experience, is what needs to be attended. In other words, while being the means (the way to understand how the body moves), the human body is simultaneously the object of experience (the body in movement). This peculiar situation generates interesting effects.
As soon as the practitioners render the body visible as the object that needs to be looked at, such a body is configured as a multiparty phenomenon. The human body, to function as the model re-cast in the non-human body, is articulated in relation to the constraints and anatomy of the technological object. The laboratory interaction, thus, shows how the human embodied enactments materially inform and guide the programming, while at the same time it reveals how such enactments appertain to the human as well as the non-human bodies.
The interaction is characterized by the gestures that point to or index the body. But, which body? Interestingly, the acts of pointing do not simply individuate one body, but concern an assemblage of bodies -both human and machinic. This assemblage, however, does not involve any single body in its entirety, but integrates specific features of multiple bodies relevant to the task at hand.
Charles Sanders Peirce -who characterized the sign in its relation to objects as icon, index, and symbol -pointed out that every sign is a mixture of likeness, indices, and symbols. 8 Thus, every indexical sign as a complex whole has some iconic and symbolic components. Akira's gestures in lines 6, 10, 20, 24, and so on, similar to his utterances accompanying the gestures (see, for example, lines 6 and 10: 'here like this'; line 20, 'her arm goes like this'; and line 24, 'because (she) is sitting like this'), are indices directing the attention toward the practitioner's body. At the same time, they are also iconic signs of the robot's movements: they exemplify the way in which the robot should gesture. Because of their composite character, rather than 'masking or glossing their own production to render something else visible', as is usually the case with indexical gestures (see, for example, Heath &Vom Lehn, 2004) , they are what is noticed and examined.The movements' of Akira's hand are the model for robot's gestures that draw attention to the practitioner's body whose movements need to be discovered. As Akira performs the robot's expected movements, his gestures do not simply take place in the moment of their enactment. Akira's body enacts the robot's future movements, which are desired but not yet realized. These future movements are articulated by the practitioner, but they are not simply lodged in the body of the engineer.When enacting the movement, Akira tries to move specific body parts while keeping the rest of his body relatively steady, in the background. As the movements of Akira's wrist, neck, or shoulder are rendered salient with respect to the concurrent focus in the laboratory work, the configuration of his body-in-motion is a selective act in which only certain features of his body participate in the process designing the robot's body movements.
This highlighting of the relevant body parts and movements turns the practitioner's body with its quirks and specificities into an 'anonymous apparatus to be examined'. In as much as only specific features of the human body are the focus of attention, Akira's body movements are always oriented to the robot's body: his human body highlights its specific parts while, in turn, functioning as a model for the robot's body. This is not to say that something universal is at stake here; as the scientists seek to perform the universal through embodied multimodal interaction of interest is how particular actions can be performed as universal. In other words, the movements of the machinic body that need to be computationally specified are produced in the material here and now, instantiating the 'universal' and 'future' body of the robot in the particularities of the individual human body. Concurrently, the human body is fragmented and coordinated with multiple bodies and technologies across the environment of engineering practice.The focus on the details of work and interaction recovers the modeling of the robot's movement as specific, material and publicly shared acts accomplished across bodies, technologies, and moments in time.
Moving as a Robot
By definition, the movements of an android reference human movementsthe robot's body is conceived as a replica of the human body. The design practice, however, indicates how the robot's body reconfigures human movements. Rather than being independent from the robotic body, the practitioners' enactments of the movement are made intelligible by the presence of the robot. Similarly, the movements of Akira's body not only index the robot's body while they perform its movements; they are also intimately reconfigured by the robot's body and its possibilities or constraints.
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The machinic reconfiguring of the human body can be identified in the temporal organization of the activity and the morphology of the practitioner's movement. Before enacting the movement, Akira scrutinizes the robot's body (see, for example, lines 1, 6, 8, 11, and 14) as this close scrutiny allows him to perform movements that are carefully coordinated with the structure of the robot's body. Importantly, the movements performed by the practitioner are not just casually executed everyday movements, but highly controlled acts situated in the space of possibilities shaped by the constraints of the robot's body. The aim is to organize the movements into their constituent elements so that each element can be identified, digitally specified, and mechanically performed. When Akira performs the movements in lines 6 and 10, for example, his movements are mechanistic and 'unnatural': the movement of his torso and the protrusion of his arm are slow and syncopated.The mode in which the movements are executed is paralleled by the prosody in the linguistic form: the pronunciation of 'Here like this' (in lines 6 and 10) is elongated and rhythmic.
In lines 27-29, the pursuit of the engineering task further projects the characteristics of the robot's body onto the practitioner's body. Akira first looks toward the computer screen (line 28) to identify the numbers assigned to the robot's actuators (Fig. 2) . Once this is done he sits back and repeats the number identified on the screen: 'Oh ok it's number 30' (line 29). Next, he says 'Move number 30. Is it number 30 that (we) are moving', while touching his shoulders and moving his arm forward.The actions function as if transposing the nomenclature of the robot's body onto Akira's body. Yet, what is projected from the robot's body onto the body of the practitioner is not the essence of the robot. Inasmuch as the robot's bodyits possibilities and limitations -'connote' the larger scientific community in terms of the values, attitudes and beliefs supported and naturalized by the community, while suppressing others (Barthes, 1972 (Barthes, [1957 ), the ad hoc categorization renders the body intelligible in terms of the historic and social dimensions of the practice.
Importantly, this process of bidirectional fashioning between the human and machinic body is not an intentional and representational process. In his study of how visitors see and reflect on Gunter von Haagen's 'Body World' exhibit, Dirk vom Lehn (2006) adopted Paul Schilder's (1950) concept of body image, for the purpose of analyzing video-recordings of the exhibit visitors. The concept played an important role in Vom Lehn's explorations of how visitors 'inspect, identify and make sense of different parts of the plastinates by building up images of the bodies on display'; how they 'relate these images of the plastinates to the bodies of others and thus come to see the exhibits as "real"'; and how they 'reflect on and produce an understanding of their own bodies when they examine the plastinates' (Vom Lehn, 2006: 225) . During the activity of movement design, Akira manipulates the robot through bodily expression and experience, while simultaneously fashioning his own body by watching and responding to the robot's movement. However, when discussing how characteristics of the robot's body are projected onto the practitioner's body, I do not mean to imply that Akira and his colleague somehow intentionally see, reflect upon, and acquire information about their own bodies in terms of the robot's body. In contrast to the exhibit visitors, the roboticists' overarching goal is to figure out how to develop the human model. Rather than learning about the body at the display, Akira and Nami learn about how to implement its movements in the course of implementing them. In this sense, they are acquiring an engineering skill, rather than a 'body image'. Since the process involves embodied know-how, the coordination and projections among the bodies are not necessarily mediated by an intentional content: they do not form a 'map, grid or representational reference point' as it is the case for the 'body image' (Vom Lehn, 2006: 227) . The projections among the bodies, including the practitioners' experiences of the robot's body, often include non-representational actions through which the skillful body responds to and coordinates with the situation at hand (Merleau-Ponty, 1962 [1945 ).
Feeling the Robot's Movements
The focus on the semiotic features of the engineering know-how does not disregard the experiential and sensory qualities that belong to the bodies involved in the design activity. The way Akira gestures is intimately related to affective and subjective experiences in the design practice, as laboratory learning and problem solving display affect at the level of multimodal semiotic engagement. Interestingly, the felt gestures, incarnated in the body of the practitioner and enacted in the publicly shared environment of practice, are multiple (Mol, 2002) -they are at once human and machinic. Even though such gestures are materially grounded in the human body, they do not exclusively belong to it. The movements of the hand, neck, shoulder, and upper body enable the practitioners not only to find out what humanlike movements look like, but also to discover what the robot's movements feel like.
In line 10 Akira performs the movement several times while seated. To work on the specification of the robot's movements, he tries to find out how he would move if placed in the same position as the robot. Akira thus feels the awkwardness of the robot's movement: 'it is strange that (she) is doing an interview while sitting' (line 17). The felt awkwardness is publicly available -the movements are clearly marked through their abruptness, and accompanied by verbal cues. The experience of the movement guides the discovery of the possibilities (and limitations) of the body -lines 30-32. In line 30, Akira touches his right shoulder while enacting the movement. As he enacts the movement over and over again, the touching hand senses the structure of the practitioner's body, functioning as a probe involved in discovering what needs to be modeled. Through this public and experiential act of instruction and discovery, Akira can feel the place on his body where the robot's joint governing the movement in question is located. In this way,
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While sensing his own movement and body position, Akira recognizes potentially problematic aspects for the engineering task. For instance, as he performs the body movements and the hand gesture, Akira exclaims while laughing: 'Oh this is tough!' (line 34). Obviously, the movement itself is not 'tough'. Rather, the enactment indicates that the movement requires an involvement of multiple body parts (for example, the upper body, hand, neck), which is not immediately compatible with the possibilities for specifying the machine's embodied actions through the available hardware and software. Thus, the enactment of the movement allows the practitioner to realize that some movements that are not difficult for the human body, would be exceedingly difficult for the robot's body. The practitioner's own movement feels 'tough' in respect to the particulars of the engineering work and the future instantiation of the movement in the machine's body.
The comment 'Oh this is tough!' marks the discrepancies and reestablished boundaries between the human and non-human. The process of movement co-construction is not about perfectly coordinated acts; the roboticists do not find the machinic body to be 'just like the human body'. Instead, they are eager to point out that the robot does not in fact constitute a faultless model of the human. Akira's remark is an instance of such a stance: while not showing any signs of resignation, Akira proudly displays the complexities of the task and the impossibility of ever producing a 'perfectly human' movement.
In her study on the history of automata, Jessica Riskin (2003) points out the contradiction that underlies the early history of artificial intelligence: 'that one could understand life and intelligence by reproducing them, on the one hand, and that life and intelligence were defined precisely by the impossibility of reproducing them, on the other' (Riskin, 2003: 633) . By attending to the embodied enactments and the co-construction of bodies in the contemporary practice of robot design we are confronted with a parallel stand.We see the tension, rather than a process of translation, at the level of laboratory know-how. One can further wonder if Akira's movements, the probing of his shoulder, and his remark 'Oh this is tough!', give voice to the challenge faced by the contemporary social robotics community at large, while like Vaucanson and his automata in Riskin's account, they acknowledge the sameness and the incompatibility of life and machinery (Riskin, 2003: 610) .
Social Management of Robot's Movements
The activity reported in Excerpt 1 is followed by a few minutes of Nami's work at the computer closely monitored by Akira. Thereafter, Akira abandons his location and walks toward the robot where he can directly interact with it (lines 35-54).
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In line 35, Nami employs computer commands to initiate the robot's movement. Akira observes the movement while standing in front of the robot. In line 36, he suggests how to improve the specification of the movement while directly touching the robot's right shoulder. He then touches his own right shoulder, and initiates a series of movements.While still facing the robot, Akira briefly raises his left arm, lets it hang back, swiftly switches hands, raises his right arm and lets it slowly and emphatically hang back for three consecutive times (line 37).The robot's arm moves (line 38). After a close observation and direct probing of the robot's body (line 39), Akira carefully brings his right arm in a position resembling the robot's left arm position. In line 40 Akira turns 90°t o directly face Nami while standing on the robot's right-hand side.While turning around, Akira keeps his left hand touching his right shoulder. Once facing Nami, he looks at the robot's arm, and by scanning back and forth from the robot's arm to his own arm, he once again checks if his arm position corresponds to the robot's (line 41). Once his arm position has been closely aligned with the robot's, Akira gets involved in the execution of a series of movements performed in the immediate vicinity of the robot (lines 42-53). In line 44, he touches the robot while pointing to its arm. He then places his hand next to the robot's (line 45), and performs the movement (line 47).The robot's movement (line 48) is once again followed by Akira's performance of a more desirable movement (line 49). Immediately thereafter Nami informs Akira that the robot hand cannot move in the direction suggested by him. In lines 52-53, Akira suggests the strategy of engaging the robot's upper arm.
Excerpt 2 illustrates how the enactments of the hybrid movements are not exclusive to the relationship between the advanced practitioner and the robot, but are importantly shaped by the newcomer. Literature on the acquisition of skill in science has pointed out the significance of the master's role in apprenticeship. In this regard, Polanyi writes:
To learn by example is to submit to authority. You follow your master because you trust his manner of doing things even when you cannot analyze and account in details for its effectiveness. By watching the master and emulating his efforts in the presence of his example, the apprentice unconsciously picks up the rules of the art, including those which are not explicitly known to the master himself. These hidden rules can be assimilated only by a person who surrenders himself to that extent uncritically to the imitation of another. (Polanyi, 1958: 53) The interaction in the robotics laboratory follows this model of authority: the advanced practitioner guides the newcomer's learning as she acquires laboratory skills. At the same time, however, the newcomer's participation in the activity shapes the course of action. This active involvement of the apprentice is not developed only through her own semiotic body (Nami remains largely silent and immobile throughout activity), but is enacted via the bodies of the 'others'. Nami drives the process of design through the gestures of the advanced practitioner and the movements of the robot. The description of her active participation in the apprenticeship raises questions about human-technology extension and embodiment.
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Akira once again participates in problem solving by articulating his own body in terms of the machinic body. In line 37, for example, he enacts a slow and exaggerated robot-like movement, while in lines 40 and 43 he constrains his moving hand to involve only those body parts that the robot could possibly enlist in its movement. This hybrid body is contingent on the temporal and spatial organization of the practice. The proximity between the two bodies -Akira's and the robot's -allows for exploration through touch. Once in front of the robot, Akira not only can sense the 'mechanical structure of his own body' (as seen in the Excerpt 1), he also can touch the robot's body. The physical proximity enhances the possibility of tight projections between the two bodies (lines 39, 44 and 52). In line 36, for example, Akira first touches the robot's shoulder and then quickly strokes his own shoulder. While indexing the two bodies the sequential touching functions as if promoting a contagion between features of both. The sequence culminates in another performance of the robot's movement enacted by Akira (line 37). A similar action takes places in lines 44-45, where the practitioner first touches the robot's body and then enacts the movement himself.
In line 37, while facing the robot and turning away from his colleague, Akira initiates the movement with his arm corresponding to the robot's moving arm. The movement maps the robot's right arm onto Akira's right arm, but he almost immediately aborts the initiated performance, alters the arm involved, and performs the movements for three consecutive times with his left arm. This mirroring makes Akira's enactment more easily readable by Nami: for Nami, Akira's arm now moves towards the same side (that is, right) that the robot's arm is expected to move. While enacting the movement, Akira utters: 'Open the arm toward this side and keep it like this' (line 36) and 'Make this side like this' (line 37).The deictic expression 'this side', while occurring in parallel with Akira's hand movement, is relative to Nami's positioning in the space of action. Even though Akira moves his left arm, Nami is interested in the robot's right arm moving toward the right. This adjusting of activity in respect to Nami's participation is also visible in Akira's altering of his spatial location in line 40. In lines 36 and 39 Nami moves her head and torso to the right to obtain a view of the robot (lines 36 and 39), as Akira spatial location obscures her line of sight. To deal with the trouble Akira turns 90°so that his right hand can represent the robot's right hand. The new location may be less convenient for him, as the position doesn't allow Akira to directly observe the robot while performing its movements, and yet it exposes both his and the robot's body to the direct gaze of his colleague. By being subtly sensitive to Nami's spatial location and her task at hand, the organization of Akira's movement exhibits 'recipient design' (Sacks et al., 1974 ; see also . The movements, enacted by Akira's body and shaped by the spatial arrangements of machinic and human bodies, orient to Nami's positioning in the practice. Thus, the act of co-construction not only implicates Akira and the robot, but Nami as well; while acquiring the know-how of social robotics, Nami's presence in the practice is visible in the doings of her colleague, and therefore in the enactment of the robot's body. Excerpt 3 starts right after Akira picks up a chair and places it in front of the robot. Once seated, he suggests how the head of the robot should be moved (line 55). He does so by executing a gesture that resembles a physical rotation of a round object. The enactment is followed by a robot movement (line 56). In line 57 Akira verbally directs the attention toward the robot's neck. In line 58 the robot moves again. The next turn (line 59) is again an example of Akira's embodied enactment of a physical rotation, this time performed with one hand only. The enactment is transformed into a deictic gesture that indicates the desired direction of the robot's gaze (line 60). The excerpt is closed by another robot's movement (line 63).
The newcomer's presence in the activity is not only visible in the embodied enactments of her colleague. Excerpt 3 shows how Nami employs Akira's conduct as well as the movements of the robot to further extend her doings. Importantly, the relationship between the co-participants is not one of mirroring, but one that sees the body of the other or quasiother as part and parcel of the practical problem-solving.
Of particular interest are Akira's gestures in lines 55 and 59. Akira gestures as if physically rotating the robot's head. This time his gestures do not enact the movement of the robot; instead, they materialize the engineering work of his colleague. Akira's embodied enactments function as if they were a translation of Nami's work on the computer in the physical work performed around the robot's body. In other words, the rotation of the robot's head, which needs to be computationally specified, is rendered concrete through Akira's gestural enactment. The previous section illustrated how Akira's movements of the robot's body were organized by Nami's positioning in the space. Here we see how Akira's body enacts Nami's work in the shared environment of practice: Akira's gestures around the robot's head function as extensions of Nami's work performed in the publicly shared environment of practice.
The articulation of Nami's work in the environment of practice, however, is also achieved through the robot's movements. In addition to acting through Akira's embodied performances, Nami's actions are made publicly available via the robot's hand protrusions. When interacting with Akira via the body of the machine, Nami 'speaks' through the movements of the machine employing the body of the machine as a semiotic prosthesis. Such an apparatus allows each practitioner to see what the other is doing. While Nami can observe Akira's embodied enactments, the robot's movements are a key resource for Akira to assess his colleague's learning and her participation in the activity: he can see Nami's facial expression, gaze directions, and hand movements on the computer mouse, but he can also access her participation in the design process through the movements of the machine. This 'stretching out' of Nami's work through the robot's body is a way for 'producing collaborative action' (Goodwin, 1995: 263) .
An equally intriguing example of the body as prosthesis can be found in Excerpt 2 -where we see Nami's work publicly exhibiting the robot's body while shaping Akira's actions. In line 49 of Excerpt 2, Akira twice consecutively moves his hand downward in order to perform the desired robot movement. By probing the possibilities of the robot's body, Nami expresses unhappiness with Akira's gesture (line 50). As she translates the colleague's gesture in the computer command, she notices that the robot's arm does not respond as desired: 'It can't go any more.' This projecting of her phenomenal body through the body of the machine allows Nami to explore the instrument she is using: the body of the robot enables the apprentice to get a feel of how the machine can or cannot move.
What is more, Nami's utterance provides a public display of the robot's body, even when the robot does not move, giving Akira the possibility of 'sensing' the robot's body 'at a distance'. This 'sensing at the distance' organizes the performance of Akira's movements: it reconfigures the practitioner's work in terms of Nami's actions and robot's movements. As Nami informs her colleague about the constraints of the robot's body, he proposes a different solution: while saying 'Use this side' he now points toward the robot's upper arm (line 55). Akira thus reshapes his suggestion in relation to those (absent) movements of the robot, experienced through the computer by Nami. Akira's hand tilts and his movements express close attention to Nami's work displayed via the robot's movements. In this way, through the movements of the robot, Nami positions herself in the activity as a competent practitioner. Nami designs the robot's movement so that they progressively match Akira's suggestions, presuming his authority as community spokesperson, while displaying her capacity to speak the emergent local vernacular through the robot's movements. Nami in fact resorts to talk only in the rare moments in which the robot's movements cannot 'speak' for her -when she encounters insurmountable discrepancies between the experiential possibilities of the robot's body and the present configuration of the activity. For example, in line 50 (Excerpt 2) she says 'It can't go any more' when the robot's body resists moving as required. Otherwise, even though Nami mostly remains silent and immobile, the enactments of the hybrid movements implicate her as a powerful speaker in the activity of robot design.
Recent studies of the social aspects of robotics (see, for example, Turkle, 2006) have been concerned with the affective character of our relationship with humanoid robots: we are prone to approach a robot in anthropomorphic ways, Alač: Moving Android 519 entertaining certain feelings for it. In other words, the technological object is seen as our 'quasi-other' with whom we can 'interact'. This kind of experience often takes place when a visitor to the laboratory encounters the robot (see also Suchman [2007: chapters 13, 14] ). During such encounters, the visitor is prone to consider the robot to be a self-sustaining object. In laboratory work, on the other hand, the robot more often functions as a means of extending the bodies and actions of its designers. When engaged in scientific practice, the body of the robot, as well as the bodies of the human practitioners, function as prostheses, which, rather than being replicas or models, 'extend' the body -its experienced actions and interactions. These ways of extending the body 'talk back': they reconfigure the body, which, in turn, is reconfiguring them. Perhaps this is why, unlike the visitors, the practitioners often feel with the robot, rather than for it -as they experience frustration, joy, discouragement, or a sense of achievement in the everyday work of social robotics.
Discussion
From a communication perspective, humanoid social robots are conceived as human surrogates, intended 'not as a medium through which humans interact, but rather a medium with which humans interact' (Zhao, 2006: 402) .
10 Similarly, the role of social robots in cognitive science is framed in terms of human models. Roboticists aim to deploy such robots as computational test-beds for devising controlled, repeatable experiments to investigate questions about the nature of human intelligence (Scassellati, 2001: 145-46) . In both cases, the robots are envisioned as human counterparts, to take our place in conversations and experimental procedures. In this paper, I looked at how scientists accomplish the task of designing a robot in 'their own image'. The details of interaction between scientists and robotic technology suggested a more complex picture. I addressed the issue of human-technology relationship in terms of 'bodies-in-interaction'.
The account followed two practitioners of social robotics engaged in a process of technology design and apprenticeship learning. As we joined the activity of movement specification, the laboratory space opened up as an environment articulated through the embodied actions.
11 I described how practitioners, in a place filled with state-of-the-art technologies and scientific representations, turned to their own bodies, employing them as a pivotal resource in accomplishing the engineering task. Their bodies, materially informing and guiding the programming, were employed as instruments and models for the robot, particularly apt for being brought under shared attention, manipulated, and felt.
Contrary to the everyday experiences of our own bodies, the process of robot design asks practitioners to attend to their own bodies, rendering them visible: the senior practitioner gestured to look at and display the model of the human body to his colleague.This task of 'externalization' was further assisted by employing the gesturing bodies as instruments. The senior practitioner, for example, touched his own shoulder to feel the architecture and mechanics of the human body, as he rendered his finding publicly available. The practitioner's hand, while enacting how the human body moves and should be represented, took the role of a probe engaged in providing access to the world (which, in this case, was the same body that acted as the instrument). Humanoid robotic technologies impact how scientific work and technology design are accomplished. We are used to seeing scientists looking at computer screens or observing what can be spotted under a microscope; in the social robotics laboratory, however, practitioners also scrutinize their own bodies. Rather than just observing a reality positioned for scrutiny in front of them, they must take into account how their own wrists rotate and their necks bend. At the same time, as they turn to focus on their own experiential bodies, the subjective body is 'pushed outward', beyond the skin of an individual. In other words, the practitioners' body, aiming at becoming a general type of the human body, is displayed to be collectively observed in the shared environment of practice.
These local and embodied interventions, as they blur the demarcation line between the observed and felt, articulate the body of the machine, thus challenging the autonomy of the robot. While the claim of autonomy invests the machine itself with the ability to dwell in its own access to things, the details of practice indicate how the robot is animated through the practitioners' gestures. In this way, the machine not only extends its ears and eyes across the environment, it also dynamically adopts the hands of its designers. Rather than merely collecting information from the world, the robot, through a series of semiotic transformations, 'comes to life' by dwelling in the gestures of its designers.
Importantly, however, the process is not one of projecting where the human body is seamlessly mapped onto the robot's body. Instead, in the laboratory the robot's body reconfigures the human body in action. As practitioners use their bodies to model the body of the machine, they need to adjust such models to the constraints and possibilities of the technology.The excerpts from interaction show how the practitioner, in order to accomplish the task at hand and acquire skills of a laboratory member, moves like a robot while simultaneously feeling the robot's movement in his own limbs, neck, and upper body. Such a process is achieved through locally enacted gestures: while being configured by the constraints and the mythologies inscribed in the machinic body, the practitioner's actions are conditioned by the specific movements of the robot that precede them while projecting a certain kind of future.
In accounting for such enactments, I was particularly interested in how the two engineers dwell in the body of others and quasi-others. The examples from laboratory illustrate how the body and its interactional work may extend through the body of the robot as well as the bodies of other human co-participants.The coordination of gestural movements within the sequentially organized course of action provided a way for the practitioners to probe the body of the machine: the senior laboratory member tested the robot's capacities and its limitations through the work of his colleague. The co-construction of movements, moreover, allowed the practitioners the possibility of an interactional engagement, even when their own bodies did not display any verbal or gestural conduct. The newcomer to the laboratory was able to see the enactments of her work in her colleague's embodied gestures and spatial positioning. In addition, she conversed with him through the very robot's movements that she was trying to understand in a literal, embodied sense of the word. The newcomer's work was thus not limited to the computer with which she directly engaged; it also was performed through the actions of the fellow practitioner, as well as the body of the technology she was attempting to 'get into'. In this way, the body of the robot, as a semiotic and phenomenal prosthesis, rendered the work of the two roboticists open to cooperation while providing the junior practitioner with a professional voice and an embodied sense of the technology she was designing.
The description of such processes indicates how the well-known metaphor of human-technology extension may be employed and further broadened to account for the computational technologies that present themselves as self-standing human counterparts. To be designed, social robots require complex reconfigurations of human bodies, as scientists, to master the skills of social robotics and accomplish their work, employ the robotic technology as a part of themselves. This is, however, not to deny that the complexities seen in the robotics laboratory exceed the classical examples of simple hand-held tools and instruments (such as the hammer and blind man's stick). In the robotics laboratory both the technology and the human body function as tools as well as models of each other. In this sense, the extension (implying Foucaudian layers of historically specific discourse, see Lynch, 1991: 55) , is bidirectional: rather than witnessing a relationship between a subject and an inanimate object, in the social robotics laboratory we are confronted with technologies that talk back, demanding from us to reconfigure ourselves in the opening to the world. These complexities, rather than necessitating new concepts and terminology, call for 'sustained observations of daily routines in settings of research and work' (Lynch, 1993: 104-05; Garfinkel, 2002) .
Importantly my account of human-humanoid relationship should not be read as a story about scientists mimicking or imitating the robots while empathizing with or nurturing sympathy for them. By observing the difficulties, imperfections, and frustrations that characterize how the skillful body responds to the situation at hand (often in a non-representational manner), I suggest that the process of human-humanoid interaction is about embodying the technology and experiencing its structure and mechanics in one's own body. Rather than projecting their bodies onto the machine and mimicking the robots, laboratory practitioners take part in enacting dynamic human-machine hybrids, as they try to make sense of the world and get things done.
Over the past two decades, social studies of science and technology have witnessed a growing interest in the 'blurring of human-machine boundaries' and the phenomenon of 'human-machine hybridization' (see, for example, Haraway 1985 Haraway [1991 Haraway ], 1997 Turkle, 1995; Latour, 1996; Hayles, 1999; Knorr-Cetina, 1999; Mindell, 2002; Prentice, 2005) . In parallel, artists -Stelarc probably being the most celebrated (see, for example, Smith, 2007) -have generated rich performances tackling the notion of 'post-humanist cyborgization'. The examples from the social robotics laboratory can be read by referring to a similar set of ideas. Yet, in the case in point, the phenomenon of the extended, stretched, and probed body indicates nothing but the mundane features of human action and interaction. While the encounter between two practitioners and the advanced humanoid machine takes place in a high-tech research laboratory, the extending of the body and human-machine hybridization was largely accomplished through a recurrence to the human body and its embodiment in the world. My description, in fact, is a way to think about the dynamics between human bodies and robotic technology, starting from local acts of work and multimodal interaction in the laboratory. Such an approach calls for a taming of the gap between the human and machine expressed in terms of counterparts, while it problematizes the idea of embodiment seen as a process grounded in data collection.
Conclusion
I started the description of apprenticeship in social robotics laboratory by recalling the conception of embodiment inscribed in such technologies. While defining a robot's body in terms of its humanoid characteristics (a robot may have an easily recognizable head, hand, and torso), social robotics considers embodiment in terms of the robot's capacity to change as it acquires data collected through its sensory inputs. To reflect on this idea of embodiment, I focused on the way scientists interact with the robots and each other in the midst of laboratory work.The goal of the paper was to think through the issues of body and social interaction by confronting the 'theoretical ambitions of the scientific discourse ' (de Certeau, 1984) with the everyday work of the laboratory. By looking at the material practices in the laboratory, I asked: Where does the body start and where does it end? Can the body expand and contract? The turn to those questions drew attention to what the definition of the body and embodiment in social robotics misses: the ways in which the body reconfigures itself through social interaction as it dwells in the world.
The practitioners' own work and interaction suggest that the explanations of embodiment in terms of distribution, networks, representations, propagation, collection, and addition are not complete. To argue against the idea of the body as an enclosed structure, I showed how the body extends outward not only by distributing its sensors across the environment, but by dwelling in other actors (human and non-human) that comprise its world. Thus embodiment also concerns transformations and emergence in a specific situation as at stakes is a body that moves.
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determination, through it, by the same object), leads to a proof that every sign is determined by its object, either first, by partaking in the characters of the object, when I call the sign an Icon; secondly, by being really and in its individual existence connected with the individual object, when I call the sign an Index; thirdly, by more or less approximate certainty that it will be interpreted as denoting the object, in consequence of a habit (which term I use as including a natural disposition), when I call the sign a Symbol. (Peirce, 1906 [CP 4-531]) 9. My insights regarding these semiotic and phenomenal acts are not simply informed by a conversation analytic unpacking of the talk, but are based in ethnographic understanding through which I explicate what the participants are doing and feeling (Lynch, 1985 (Lynch, , 1993 . 10. A frequent comparison is between social media, aimed at promoting information sharing among human beings while using technologies as conduit, and humanoid social robots, conceived as a mode of communication where humans interact with technology. 11. For an account of the role of embodiment in science see Lawrence & Shapin (1998) .
